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ABSTRACT

I review the possibility that the underlying theory of weak interactions

possesses a family symmetry, either global or local. The spontaneous synmetry

breaking of this symmetry leads to important phenomenological implications: the

existence of £oldstone bosons, the familons in the case of global symmetry and

the existence of mirror fermions, in the case of local symmetry (in the context

of grand unification). Both alternatives will soon be tested.

*To be published in the proceedings of the XX Recontre de Moriond, March 17-23,

1985.
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Ic ha* now b«an decades since I.I. labi posed bia famous question pondering

the existence of the auon: "Who ordered that?" And we aay not be such closer to

the anawer today than we were then. It has becoac a fundamental, if not the cen-

tral question in weak interaction physics. Why do feraions coae in repetitive

structures ("families"), with the same qusntua nuaberi?

And if this question is too hard, then, at least, how aany faailies are

there? In which aense are they related to each other? What is responsible for

the nontrival particle sutss spectrum? You will see that we still don't have an

answer to any of these questions. There are, however, soae important

phenoatenological conaequenccs that we end up with when soae of the above issues

are discussed. This is the ••in content of this brief review of the problem of

faailies. I will try to summarize the results of the belief that the underlying

theory of weak interactions possess a family symmetry, only to be spontaneously

broken. If the faailies form a "coanunity", what about community and family

ties. This is the central theae of ay talk.

In soae sense, Che main aessage seems to be: every aan for hiaself; and

yet some beautiful things aay happen froa the life in a coaaunity. Since I am

not here to advocate any particular lifestyle, let ae just describe what happens.

He know that faaily syaaetry should either be global or local gauge syaaetry. In

the former case, the necessary existence of Goldstone bosons, so called faailons,

leads to rare decays such as K -Mr + faailon and p+e + faailon, with possibly ob-

servable branching ratios. Furthermore, if the faaily symmetry is chiral then,

except in the case of four families, one tends to end up with Peccei-Quinn symme-

try needed to understand strong CP violation. The importance of this result is

twofold: it aay provide a rationale for otherwise ad hoc Peccei-Quinn syametry

and furthermore restrict the branching ratios of rare decays to be observed in

the BNL experiment currently under way.

If the faaily symmetry turn out to be local, on the other hand, this would

imply the existence of the so called mirror fennions, one for each ordinary

fermion. These fermions look exactly like the. familiar ones, except for the weak

interactions beings right-handed. Truly a airror world of our own! Furthermore,

these particles should weigh less than about 200-250 GeV and so they ought to

show up in supercolliders.

Now that you know the epilogue, you may or may not wish to struggle through

our story. If you do, you will find the case of global aymnetry discussed in the

next Section and Section III then devoted to the local family symmetry and

mirrors. I will restate the conclusions and offer some speculations in the last

section, trying to emphasize the problems yet to be solved.



II. Global Ttmily S y e t r y
The faaily symmetry aay or may not be gauged• Let's imagine, for the tine

being, i t ' s not gauged. ' In other words, assume that the underlying theory of
weak interactions, on top of the standard SU(2) x 0(1) posesses also a glob* fam-
i ly symmetry C_. We know that at low energies there i t no trace of family symme-
try (» J* • ) : G- »ust be spontaneously broken. But this leads to the ex i s -
tence of Golds tone bosons! These faailona, as Wilczek ' coined then, are exactly
•assless (unlike asions), because of the absence of anomalies. But this sounds
obviously crazy: massless scalars coupled to fermions! What about the Eotvos
experiment? Luckily, as you are l ikely to know, Goldstone bosons have only
spin-dependant couplings at low energies which do not lead to coherent effects .

The couplings of familons must on purely physical grounds be inversely pro-
portional to the scale M_ of the breaking of Gp. The nontrivial limit on M_
comes from astrophysics. Red giants being red giants t e l l us that familons must
be weakly coupled to fermions, or they would radiate away a l l the star's
energy. J Translated into Mp this means M̂  £ *° GeV- I s this out of the reach
of Laboratory? Not necessarily! Notice that the familons change family number
maximally — this i s the essence of their existence. We have flavor changing
couplings such as

*FL«_-i_ " — (• en + m da + ...)
familon jjp U * (2-1)

(where $_ denotes familons generically), leading to rare decays

K+*IT+ + ^ ; vt*e + $ F <2.2)

with decay rates J"1/1C. ^ou can easily show '

_ r(K**TT*4iF) r(u»e$F) 10+16 = (2.3)

r(K+Vir°) r(^*evv) M^(GeV)2

Experimental limit: •' R 5 1 0 • n d vi^ be pushed to about 10~ by 8HL experi-5 1
ment currently under way. ' This will probe M_ up to 1 0 ^ GeVi

Thi3 tempts one to search for a rationale that could limit M_ from above.

Here I'd like to report OR an interesting finding my friends Darwin Chang and

Pa lash Pal and I have arrived at. •* If G_ is a chiral group, then the theory
* 61

tends to possess accidental Peccei-Quinn symmetry, ' leading to the well known

upper limit: M_ < 10 GeV. This in turn limits R > 10 , making the process

K -»7T $_ soon observable. Let me describe our results in some detail. Imagine,

for simplicity, '

G,. - SU(N) x SH(N) x SU(N), (2.4)

with L referring to left-handed doublets and + and + denoting up and down right
handed quarks, respectively. The most general, symmetric Yukawa Lagrangian takes
then the form



(5) • 4 h (d)LT " K ("5)L •» 4 + hd L d *
where i « 1, —, H counts * different families. Notice that »^ and +j are neces-
sarily different SP(2), x 0(1) doublets, with the transformation properties under
G 4 (H »M|1); •jCll.lfM ) • Hence Peccei-Quinn P(1)JQ symmetry in the Tukawa

Futhermore, the Biggs potential alao respects tJ(l)_., except for N - 2
* 21

when a term (• •,) is allowed. Is this why there are at least three families?
u c

This, however, cannot be the whole story. Family syrmetry must be broken

by an additional Higgs sc«lar(s) H, singlet under SU(2>L x U(l), since Mj. > 10
9

GeV. When the dust settles, we find the following

(i) for K » 3 families there is unique H which preserves U(l)_.

(ii) for H - 4 U(l) is always broken

Ciii) for H > 4 0(1 ) p Q is automitic.

If there are more than four families

Rac*-***^) > 10"10 (2.6)

just to be probed!

III. Local Family Symmetry

In view of our ignorance, we oust also consider the possibility that the

family symmetry is gauged. If anything, the theoretical bias is more likely to

go in this direction.

The first obvious observation is that we must go beyound the SU(5) theory.

The minimal GUT that unifies a single family of fermiona in SO(10). The sixteen

Weyl fields of one family (include vg, please!) constitute a spinorial representa-

tion of S0(10). Also spinorial representation of orthogonal groups are unique:

when decomposed under subgroups, they contain only spin or s and nothing else.

I will take this, as may other people, as the strong encouragement to pur-

sue orthogonal groups only for family unification. We shall search for the

8 91
simplest theory based on S0(10+2n) ' J (you wil l see why 2n shortly). The irre-
ducible spinorial representation of S0(10+2n) has a dimension 2n x 16. The mini-
mal candidate is the S0(14) (n « 2). However, and this i s the general, remark-
able feature of any S0(10+2n) group: half of the families have right-handed
interactions with the W-boson. In other words, for every usual fermion there
must be a mirror fermion, with exactly the same quantum number, but V + A
interactions.

Before I proceed with the physics of mirrors, let me say a few words about
9 )orthogonal groups and their spinoria.1 representations. These are nothing but

the Euclidian version of Dirae spinors. Imagine a Clifford algebra
( V Y j } - 2 0-j ; i , j - 1, —, 2N . (3.1)

You can easily convince yourselves that



T - i - TY Y I ( 3 I 2 )

i j Ai Ui' TjJ
tg

generate a coaplex 2 -dimensional spinorial representation at SO(2N) group. Fur-

thermore, in complete analogy with the Lorentz groups yVTav * Yi~~~V»«i

(Y«TTT* " 1> commute* with a l l T. .. Hence "left" and "right" 2 dimensional
VIV £ 1J

spinors.

How, choose a basis in which Z^k-l 2k * r e d i a8°n«li w i t h " 8 " value

e. • ±1. Then
YFIVE " e l S ( 3 < 3 )

which we will now fix to be 1.

In the case of S0(10+2n): e, e5e6—e5+ " *' w n^c n 8 i v e s t w o different

possibilities

( i ) e1—e5 - 1 ( i i ) ex—e5 " " 1 ( 3 - 4 )
E6 e5+n " e6 e5+n

This is the remarkable fact I mentioned before: if ( i ) i s an ordinary fam-
ily ( f ) , then ( i i ) is necessarily a mirror family (F). This, at the first glance
at least, appears to be a curse, since we would expect that fermions and mirror
fermions just pair off and go to Planck or GUT scale: a survival hypothesis, •"
as i t as usually called. Notice, however, that

is a group rotation in SO(10+2n). But
tJf - i n f ; DF • - i n F (3.6)

For n • 2k D will forbid mixings between ordinary and mirror fermions. We ere

forced to SO (10*4k) theories, since the others do not allow chiral fermions. The

same is true of SO(odd) groups.

This has hopefully provided you with enough background to take a guided

tour through SO(10+4k) groups. The first candidate, k - 1 S0(14), although a

beautiful theory, is unfortunately ruled out since it allows only 2f + 2F

families. Another victim of the ugly facts of the nature?

Believe it or not, the symmetry of the vorld is S0(18). At the GUT level

it contains 8 ordinary families and 8 mirror families, all massless. This is far

too many: if all survived down to low energies, asymptotic freedom would be

lost. Fortunately this is not what happens. Only a portion of original mirror

symmetry remains unbroken down to It,, allowing some f's and some F's to pair-off

and decouple from physical consideration. Still, the phenomenological and

comological consistency of mirror fermions is by no means obvious. Here, I'll re-

port on the work with F. Wilczek and A. Zee. •* addressed to this issue. Our re-

sults can be summarized as follows

(i) Mirror symmetry must eventually be broken - we do not want stable mir-

ror matter, since there is no trace of it on this planet or elsewhere.



(ii) Mirror ly—I try gets broken at H^, leading to d - 5 effective nixing

L „ * — f *2F (3.7)
Mj

where $ denote! generically Biggs doubled. Therefore, the f-F nixing
6 . - * My/Mr - 1 0 explain* why airror Better i t practically
decoupled for laboratory purpoies.

( i i i ) The f-F mixing plays a profound comological role, however; a typical
lifetime for the decay F+fff btcowt

15 F f

for H- <* 10 CeV, M_ a 100 GeV. There i« no nirror natter any more

in the universe.

(iv) Begger and Dimopoulos show that the number of light families Bust be

even. Asymptotic freedom uniquely than selects N_ - 4 families (and

4 mirror families).

(v) The strong CP problem unfortunately remains even in such a grand

scheme. With the inclusion of Peccei-Quinn symmetry, the number of

families is not fixed anymore; we have found a consistent theory with

three families.

(vi) Neutrinos. There is a danger of having far too many light neutrinos

(in view of mirror families). How, in theories with both helicity

neutrinos GRS- see-saw mechanism is operative: SU(2) x 0(1) singlet

components pick up auperlarge masses (survival principle). Corre-

sponding to each of these there is a light neutrino. Fortunatly,

some singlets may survive to low energies, find their opposite

helicity partners and become Oirac neutral leptons with masses in the

GeV region, e.g., in our case we end up with five light neutrinos,

(vii) An important comment. In the context of GUTS, it is crucial that no

coupling blows up before M_. This implies an upper bc-ind on fermion

masses of the order of 250 GeV. You should see mirror fsrmions in the

supercolliders.

IV. Outlook and Speculations

Why do fermions come in different families? Nobody knows. Whatever the

fundamental reason, it appears sensible to believe that they are related by some

symmetry. If so, the consequences, as I discussed, are well defined and

testable. Either you get Golds tone bosons which induce rare decays in the global

symmetry case; or if the symmetry is gauged, in the context of GUTS you end up

with mirror fermions.

In either case, it appears that these "community" ties are very weak. In

the global case M_ } 10 GeV, and in the local case Yi, * jie implies M_ $ 105



CeV. And if the latter possibility is realized within GOTS, then actually Mj. "

Mj a 10 1 5 C«V.

Let «e, for the fake of fairness, end up on a sober note, by summarizing

the failure of the program. No successful computation of particle spectrum and

aixings ha* yet emerged. It is not easy to aee how GUIS per se will ever come

out with the predictions for quark and lepton masses. In the global case, the

nontrivial complication stems from the fact that higher dimension operators play

an important role at low energies, in some sense H^ does not decouple.

I should mention that recently some attempts were made to understand the

physics of S0(18) to a higher degree. In particular why mirror fermions are

heavier than the standard ones, and the issue of neutrinos. I feel that some

work is still needed before we have a complete picture. Furthermore, the prob-

lems of both weak and strong CP violation were not yet fully addressed; it would

be nice to find a solution to the strong CP problem without involving Peccei-

Quinn symmetry from the outside. In any case it is good to know that the ideas

I have discussed here will be tested experimentally in the near future.
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